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City Leaders: Evaluation Tender
London Youth wishes to commission an external consultant or organisation to evaluate a new
programme: City Leaders. This is a 12 month youth action programme funded by the City
Bridge Trust.

A. London Youth Overview
Our mission is to support and challenge young people to become the best they can be.
Our vision is that all young Londoners grow up healthy, able to navigate a fulfilling career and
make a positive contribution in their communities.
We support them to develop the confidence, resilience and relationship skills they need to do
this, delivering with and through our network of community youth organisations and at our two
residential centres. We work with all young people, but place a particular emphasis on those
who wouldn’t otherwise have access to the kind of opportunities we offer.
We are committed to quality standards, learning and understanding what works. And we involve
young people at all levels of leadership and decision-making.
We deliver our mission through four strategic objectives:


Developing, training, connecting and quality assuring our membership network to deliver
good youth work



Creating a broad range of opportunities for young people (with and through our
members) that improve their all-round confidence, character and skills



Ensuring our expertise and the on-the-ground voices of youth workers and young people
influence public policy, practice and opinion



Being the best we can be ourselves; financially robust and a great place to work

B. City Leaders Overview
City Leaders aims to support the development of the next generation of civil society leadership
in London. At present, there is a risk of leadership in London becoming homogeneous and
elitist. We want to equip young people from a range of backgrounds with the knowledge and
skills to be empowered to lead change in their communities and own lives.
Across the course of a year, we will work with a total of 300 young people from 30 community
youth organisations. We will take young people through three progressive stages on their
leadership journey, starting where they are at, and challenging them to further their skills at
each level:
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1) As ‘Team and Club Leaders’, young people will work together in teams of 10 to develop
and lead projects firstly for their team, and then for their club; developing new skills and
building their confidence in the process.
2) In the ‘Community Leaders’ stage, young people will have the chance to design their
own youth-led community projects and pitch for the resources and support needed to
deliver them through Dragon’s Den style ‘Community Challenge’ events. They will be
supported to develop project ideas, host practise pitching events, and practise their
presentation skills ahead of the event. They will be mentored throughout this process and
during the delivery of their projects, during which they will have responsibility for
managing all aspects of the project, including budgeting.
3) The final stage, called ‘City Leaders’, then works with a smaller group of 24 young
people who’ve shown the greatest commitment through the Club and Community
Leaders stages of the programme. These 24 aspiring leaders will take part in a three
month leadership programme tailored to their needs and designed to help them learn
about power and influence in London, understand themselves and how to work with
others better and develop project planning skills through running their own self-led
projects.
At each stage, young people will be supported to develop new skills, build their confidence and
be challenged to test their capacity to lead projects. A key aspect of the programme is
supporting young people to understand London, its complexity and how to navigate it. We will
be engaging City of London stakeholders throughout the programme through events, panels
and through providing mentoring for young people on the programme.
The programme will run for 12 months from September 2016 culminating in a celebration event
in August 2017.

C. City Leaders Theory of Change
The long-term goal of the City Leaders programme is that young people feel empowered to lead
change in their communities and their own lives. To do this, we believe that young people need
to be able to understand and lead themselves and others, be able to get things done, and
understand the power structures within London. Please see Appendix for a visual
representation of the City Leaders theory of change.
Each young person joining the programme will be at a slightly different point in their leadership
journey. We will work with them based on where they are at, to get the most from their
experience of City Leaders. As the programme consists of three progressive stages, we
anticipate that the outcomes achieved will be iterative, with each stage providing an opportunity
to further build on the skills and knowledge previously gained. We expect to see the biggest
change for young people who go on to complete the final ‘City Leaders’ stage of the
programme, although we would anticipate progress to be made by all young people on the
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programme in the areas of social and emotional skills, leadership skills and project management
skills.

D. Evaluation Brief
London Youth seeks to evaluate all its programmes in a robust and proportionate way. The City
Leaders evaluation will help to inform our strategic planning and organisational learning.
Evaluation Questions and Scope
The aim of the evaluation is to understand the extent to which young people are in a better
position to strengthen and lead the local voluntary sector as a result of taking part in the City
Leaders programme.
Specifically, the City Leaders evaluation should address the following questions:






How have young people’s social and emotional skills changed as a result of participating
in the programme?
How have young people’s leadership skills changed as a result of participating in the
programme?
How have young people’s abilities to manage projects changed as a result of
participating in the programme?
How has their understanding of power and influence in London changed as a result of
taking part in the programme?
How do young people’s leadership journeys progress beyond the life of the programme?

In addition to assessing the impact of the programme on the young people who have
participated, we are also seeking to understand the following about the City Leaders model:





To what extent is the City Leaders model effective in supporting young people, who
might not otherwise take on leadership roles within their community, on their leadership
journey? Which aspect(s) of the programme are most effective in this regard?
What worked well and what did not work well in the delivery of City Leaders? How could
the programme be improved upon?
How do the outcomes achieved by the City Leaders model compare to those achieved
through the Athan 31 programme (a previous iteration of the model)? Which aspects of
the programme contributed to these changes?1
How do the outcomes achieved by young people who complete to the City Leaders
stage compare to those who have completed the Community Leaders or Club Leaders
stage only?

The evaluation methods used should complement and build on the existing data collection
strategies used across all programmes at London Youth.2 It is anticipated that the evaluation
1

Data collected from the Athan 31 evaluation would be made available to the commissioned evaluators.
The social and emotional capabilities of young people participating in London Youth programmes are
assessed using the Life Effectiveness Questionnaire at the beginning and end of the programme (see
2
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would employ a mixed methods approach and that it would draw on the views of young people
and other key stakeholders (e.g. youth workers and individuals involved in the community
projects). However, we would welcome input from bidding organisations and individuals on the
evaluation design.
Details of the number of young people and projects at each stage of the programme are
provided below.
Programme stage

Number of young
people

Club Leaders
Community Leaders
City Leaders

300
240
24

Number of
club/community
projects
30
24
24

Number of
youth clubs
involved
30
24
24

B. Methodology
Individuals or organisations submitting a bid are required to outline details of the proposed
methodology that they will use to address the evaluation questions outlined above. This should
include details of:







Evaluation design
Data collection methods
Sample size and sampling strategy
How you will analyse the data
Procedures that you will put in place for managing, storing and transferring data in line
with the Data Protection Act
How you will ensure that the evaluation meets ethical standards

C. Use, Deliverables, timescale and budget
The commissioned organisation or individual is expected to deliver:
a) Short written monthly updates
This is to ensure good communication between London Youth and the commissioned
evaluator and that they are supported to address any issues at the earliest opportunity.

www.wilderdom.com/leq for more information on the tool and its development). We also administer
process questionnaires to young people and youth professionals engaged in the programme that
consider the following dimensions: experience, engagement, learning, development, participation,
enhancing support, and removing barriers. The commissioned evaluator will be fully briefed on the use of
these tools and would be expected to contribute to the design of a process questionnaire for City
Leaders.
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b) End of programme evaluation report
A written evaluation report that addresses the evaluation questions outlined above
should be delivered no more than 2 months after the end of the programme. This should
include full details of the methodology used and the outcomes achieved by the
programme. The report should be accessible to a range of audiences and include an
executive summary.
c) A short 12 month follow-up evaluation report
As part of the evaluation, we would like to understand how young people’s leadership
journeys progress beyond the life of the programme. We would therefore anticipate that
the commissioned evaluator would conduct six and 12 month follow-ups with the young
people on the programme and produce a short written evaluation report on their findings.
In addition, they would be expected to attend:
a) A planning meeting with London Youth’s Head of Learning and City Leaders staff to
finalise the evaluation plan and agree roles and responsibilities
b) Progress meetings with London Youth’s Head of Learning and City Leaders staff to
update on progress and/or review draft deliverables (frequency to be agreed once
appointed)
c) Up to 3 presentations with London Youth’s Head of Learning to share the findings of the
evaluation with key stakeholders
In its role as the commissioning organisation, London Youth will support to the commissioned
evaluator by:





Providing a full briefing on the City Leaders programme, evaluation requirements and
existing data collection tools, including providing relevant project documentation and
access to previous evaluations
Providing feedback on draft tools
Supporting data collection by liaising with youth clubs/programme participants (where
required). Roles and responsibilities to be formally agreed at the kick off meeting.
Providing feedback on draft deliverables

Milestone
Deadline for submitting proposals
Evaluation commissioned
Project planning meeting
City Leaders programme commences
End of City Leaders programme
Draft evaluation report (End of programme)
Final evaluation report (End of programme)
6 month follow-up
12 month follow-up
Draft follow-up report
Final follow-up report

Date
1st July 2016
12th July 2016
July 2016 – Date TBC
September 2016
August 2017
By 31st October 2017
By 17th November 2017
February 2018
August 2018
By Friday 12th October 2018
By 31st October 2018
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The total budget for the evaluation is £10,000 (inclusive of any VAT payable and expenses).
Please note that we will be approaching multiple organisations/individuals and value for money
will be a consideration in awarding the contract.
D. Tendering Process
Key Dates
Deadline for bids:

Midday Friday 1st July 2016

Interview shortlisted applicants: Tuesday 12th July 2016 (AM)
Award contract:

Friday 15th July 2016

Qualifications and criteria
Bids will be assessed against the following criteria:
Understanding of London Youth’s vision, mission and objectives

10%

Experience of working and/or carrying out research with young people, or
evaluating youth projects

20%

Experience of using mixed methods in evaluation design, with particular
emphasis on quantitative expertise

30%

Clear understanding of interventions and outcomes/outputs in social action
and youth programmes

20%

Value for money

20%

Tender contents
Bids should include the following:








Cover letter, including contact details
Proposed evaluation methodology and evaluation outputs, including final report and
follow-up report
Proposed project management plan for evaluation, including risk management
Schedule of costs
Names and addresses of two referees ,confirming your experience and suitability
Short CVs of individual evaluators who would deliver the evaluation
Written examples of previous evaluation studies
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Submission
Bids should be emailed to youth.action@londonyouth.org with the subject heading City
Leaders Evaluation by 12 noon Friday 1st July 2016.
The commissioning officer for this work is Laura Blazey, Head of Learning at London Youth.
Queries relating to the tender should be addressed to laura.blazey@londonyouth.org and sent
no later than noon on Wednesday 29th June 2016.
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Appendix: City Leaders - Theory of change
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